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Report for Hill’s Pet Food Company – Sponsors of Client Simulations in VET442 2012 
 
The cost of the client simulations was $5558.89; details are shown in the attached spread sheet. Also 
attached are student evaluation comments for each of the three groups.  
 
The table below shows student satisfaction scores on a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high). 


  6 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 10 n Mean std dev 


2/05/2012 1st Gp 1 5 1 7  6 6 26 8.4 1.18 


9/05/2012 2nd Gp 1 4  10 1 6 6 28 8.4 1.09 


16/05/2012 3rd Gp    7  13 7 28 9 0.72 


 Overall         86  8.62 1.04 


 
Students, staff & actors were pleased with the outcome (some student comments are appended below). 
We did have a ‘client’ who had to have her own dog euthanased within the period, and so I acted in her 
place for the last session.  
 
Four small animal cases were used for the simulation classes with the object of combining 
communication skills with diagnostic pathology; connecting with a client, taking a history, making and 
explaining a diagnosis without using jargon (as shown on the attached workshop outline).  Two cases 
were reasonably straight forward and were used at the start, then two others involved either ‘breaking 
bad news’ or dealing with a challenging client. All cases included negotiating costs, justifying tests, and 
expressing empathy. Client scripts incorporated many practical points, (e.g. legal age is 18; pensioner 
needs; variable human-animal bonds, different client personalities, etc)   
 
More resources are required to perfect client simulations, both in venue and organisation.  


a) Venue –5 individual consultation rooms are needed, with a central ‘control room’ and waiting 
room for the clients. We used the anatomy laboratories for the last session – these were very 
cold; and anatomy museum and two adjacent rooms for the first two sessions. 


b) Organization – more time is needed to run coaching and training sessions for both clients and 
facilitators to ensure correct & consistent techniques are being used, and the learning 
environment is ‘safe’ for both students and clients . Such sessions may need to be run after-
hours, or repeated several times as new facilitators & clients are recruited.  Dedicated educators 
in client communication are now on staff at some veterinary schools. Consistent role-modeling 
by teaching and clinical staff is also required, which can involve refresher training.  


   
We are extremely grateful to Hill’s Pet Food Company for sponsoring the simulations this year. We 
would be more than happy to provide any further information and to name Hill’s pet foods in our client 
scripts.  
 
 
Jennifer N Mills 
23/5/2012  
 
Student comments: 
More of the same please! More of this kind of learning in the other units would be much appreciated! 
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This session is really important when it comes to being a successful vet. It’d be nice if we have more 
opportunities to learn more in this area in the future in our course. 
 
 
Unsolicited student email: 16/5/2012 After attending the communications session this afternoon I 
thought I would like to express my appreciation and gratitude for your effort to plan, organize and 
coordinate "clients"... I would imagine a tremendous amount of work behind the scene. 
 I personally took away much pointers from being engaged and providing/gaining feedback from 
everybody in the group. It certainly enhanced my learning curve at this stage in the veterinary school and 
sets one in the right path into thinking about effective communication. The knowledge and technical 
skills every veterinary graduate have will not serve its full purpose if the message isn't being brought 
across in the right manner.  
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May-02 May-09 May-16 $ Costs
Simulated Clients # 258.12 129.06  


  387.18
 387.18


  387.18
  462.87


 


Facilitators #  
 516.3


  516.3
   774.45


Salary $4,593.09
Notes 
*  staff member
# 3 hrs each session 


Printing 01.26.21.0097.4.xxxxx.03242
25010 80 copies $45
25012 80 copies $45
25017 35 copies $21.38
25020 35 copies $21.38
25040 60 copies $5.10
25125 25 copies $15
25126 25 copies $15


TOTAL Printing $167.86


Diagnostic Relief for J ; 2 hrs x 3 days @ $133/hr  = $798


Final Costs Actors $2,011.59
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Tutors $2,581.50
Printing $167.86
Dx Relief $798


TOTAL COSTS $5,558.89


Savings by using staff $1,290.75
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Salary Payment
actors 13 x 3 hrs x TDEM1 (basic demonstration rates $43.02/hr) = $1677.78


3 x 3hrs x TDEM2 (PhD rates $51.43/hr) = $462.87
Total Actors = $2011.59


tutors 7 x 3 hrs x TTUT2 (basic repeat tutorial rates $86.05/hr) = $1807.05
plus 3 x 3 hrs TTUT 2 (Jason Stayt) = $774.45


Total Tutors salary = $2581.50


TOTAL salary payment = $4593.09
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From: Sue Urbaniak
To: Janis Wittber
Subject: FW: Client Simulations - VET442 (for Sponsor Hill"s)
Date: 09 October 2014 11:05:23
Attachments: costs 2012 VET442 Communication exercises.xlsx


VET442 review 2012 gp 1.docx
VET442 review 2012 gp 2.docx
VET442 review 2012 gp 3.docx
VET442 - communication workshop 2012.doc
Report for Hill"s 2012.docx


Hi Janis
I see that the report for Hill’s 2012 is amongst the attachments.
 
Regards
Sue Urbaniak
Personal Assistant to Professor David Hampson, Dean, School Veterinary and Life Sciences, Murdoch University
Room 3.036, Loneragan Bldg, South Street, Murdoch WA 6150 |( Tel +61 8 9360 7465 | * s.urbaniak@murdoch.edu.au
 
From: Jennifer Mills 
Sent: Wednesday, 23 May 2012 12:13 PM
To: Ellaine Hislop
Cc: Ian Robertson; David Hampson
Subject: Client Simulations - VET442 (for Sponsor Hill's)
 
Dear Ellaine,
The cost of the client simulations was $5558.89; see details in attached spread sheet. Below are the student satisfaction scores of
the three sessions, scores in a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high). Also attached are student evaluation comments for each of the three
groups.
 


6 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 10 n mean std dev
2/05/2012 1st Gp 1 5 1 7 6 6 26 8.4 1.18
9/05/2012 2nd Gp 1 4 10 1 6 6 28 8.4 1.09


16/05/2012 3rd Gp 7 13 7 28 9 0.72
Overall 86 8.62 1.04


 
Students, staff & actors were pleased with the outcome. We did have a ‘client’ who had to have her own dog euthanased within
the period, and so I acted in her place for the last session.
 
More resources are required to perfect client simulations, both in venue and organisation.


a)      Venue –5 individual consultation rooms are needed, with a central ‘control room’ and waiting room for the clients. We
used the anatomy laboratories for the last session – these were very cold; and anatomy museum and two adjacent rooms
for the first two sessions.


b)       Organization – more time is needed to run coaching and training sessions for both clients and facilitators to ensure
correct & consistent techniques are being used, and the learning environment is ‘safe’ for both students and clients .
Such sessions may need to be run after-hours, or repeated several times as new facilitators & clients are recruited.
 Dedicated educators in client communication are now on staff at some veterinary schools.


 
My report for Hills is also attached & contains the information above & more.
Please let me know if you require any further information, or if the report needs to be modified.
 
Kind Regards
Jenny
  
Jennifer N Mills BVSc, DipClinPath, PGradDipEd, MSc, PhD
School of Veterinary Clinical Sciences
Murdoch University
Murdoch WA 6150
 
'phone 089 360 2646; fax 089 310 7495;
mobile 0410 401 683
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									May-02									May-09									May-16			$ Costs						Salary Payment


			Simulated Clients # 						Annette Harres									Annette Harres			258.12						Anne Thornton			129.06			 			actors			13 x 3 hrs x TDEM1 (basic demonstration rates $43.02/hr) = $1677.78


									Angelique Malcolm 									Angelique Malcolm 									Angelique Malcolm 			387.18									3 x 3hrs x TDEM2 (PhD rates $51.43/hr) = $462.87


									Shirley Van Sanden 									Shirley Van Sanden									Shirley Van Sanden			387.18									Total Actors = $2011.59


									Jill Luha 									Jill Luha 									Jill Luha 			387.18


									Tony Luha 									Tony Luha 									Tony Luha 			462.87


																		Anne Thornton 


			Facilitators #						Cheryl Moller*									Jason Stayt									Melinda Bell* 									tutors			7 x 3 hrs x TTUT2 (basic repeat tutorial rates $86.05/hr) = $1807.05


									Jason Stayt 									Penny Seet									Penny Seet			516.3									plus 3 x 3 hrs TTUT 2 (Jason Stayt) = $774.45


									Jenny Mills *									Jenny Mills *									Jason Stayt									Total Tutors salary = $2581.50


									Melinda Bell*									Sarah Mitchell 									Sarah Mitchell 			516.3


									Arlette Ludgate 									Arlette Ludgate 									Arlette Ludgate 			774.45						TOTAL salary payment = $4593.09


																											Salary 			$4,593.09


			Notes 


			*  staff member


			# 3 hrs each session 


			Printing			01.26.21.0097.4.xxxxx.03242


			Beau Newman			25010			80 copies			$45


			Charlie Bridges			25012			80 copies			$45


			Ralph Myers			25017			35 copies			$21.38


			Golda Culliford			25020			35 copies			$21.38


			evaluation			25040			60 copies 			$5.10


			extra Golda			25125			25 copies			$15


			extra Nutmeg			25126			25 copies			$15


									TOTAL Printing			$167.86


			Diagnostic Relief for J Mills - Dr Susan Beetson; 2 hrs x 3 days @ $133/hr  = $798


			Final Costs 			Actors 			$2,011.59


						Tutors			$2,581.50


						Printing			$167.86


						Dx Relief			$798


			TOTAL COSTS						$5,558.89


			Savings by using staff 						$1,290.75
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1. To what extent has this session influenced your knowledge, attitudes or skills in becoming an effective veterinarian?


Greatly. It demonstrated how people have different approaches and revealed methods that I could incorporate.


Need to introduce myself more. Important to acknowledge HAB & empathise with client.


Communication is important.	


Communication is important.


It has made me more aware of what is involved in consultation. i.e. there is more to it. It can be quite challenging relaying pathology.


Allows me to listen to other people and myself, therefore helped me a lot in being effective.


Improvement. More prepared. 	 


To a large extent.


Good, get tips on how to communicate with clients. Get a gist of what consultation is like.


A large extent. 


Very helpful. Safe space to learn.


Given me some useful ways to approach different situations.


Helped a lot with client communication/interaction.


Helped with some hints for improving my clinical exam skills, i.e, warning shot before bad news.


Need to focus more on interpersonal skills than pathology processes.


The need to acknowledge each individual’s needs and empathise to all of these.


To a great extent – my knowledge especially – really good to see a case through from start to finish.


Alot.


Communication really is the key to getting a good outcome for the patient and the client. A good rapport means the client understands, is respected and respects vet decisions.


Improved them. Tied interpretation and communication together.


Hugely – it was great to witness different interactions between ‘clients’ and ‘vets’.


It was really good to work through the cases together & get feedback.  


Knowledge improved immensely in reading results & how to handle clients.


The session has really helped me understand the importance of communication, developing rapport and empathy.  


Great pathology review!   


Significant.



2. What have you learned from this workshop? & how useful is it?


I’ve learnt that there are several different approaches possible. It was useful to put in position of having to justify the test being done.


Very good – especially working on the cases together with the facilitator. Learnt more about how to deal with client emotion & justifying the value of diagnostic tests to the client.


Showed how communication is key to client understanding. Very useful.


Other peoples’ approaches 


I have learned to not ramble in my consults. Create conversation with the client & get a good idea about the person you are dealing with.  


Reading clients and responding according to their needs. $$ and clients. Empathy. History taking.


How to communicate effectively. How to better prepare myself.


How to better empathise & communicate with clients. It is invaluable.


Majorly, how to communicate, get the message across to clients in a way they understand and make them feel comfortable.


It has made me more aware of the challenges we face in communication & being tactful with clients.


How to handle upset, difficult clients better. Slow down.    


Difficulties that can come up in a consultation.


How/ways to deliver bad news. I found it helpful! 


You can’t change personality but can improve knowledge


I need to be more empathetic.


I have learned the importance of ‘chunking and checking’ and the need to pause and give clients a moment to process.


How to use open questions in a consult. Reading blood/urine results & make correlations between them and the clinical signs.


It helped me know what to say to clients and improve my confidence.


It was very useful for real life. I’m surprised at how nerve wracking these practices are and it helped me face problems in communication that I have.


Better communication skills. How to better interpret blood, etc.


Effective communication skills – very useful!!


How tot communicate the big words in laymen’s terms. Very useful.


Very useful both for social/communication.  More useful for re-iterating path knowledge. *Only issue is our lack of knowledge on medicine had a big impact on our confidence when talking to clients. 


Importance of empathy, speaking in terms the client understands and making sure the client understands and making sure they understand and feel valued. 


Linking all the parts to a big picture.


Good approaches/phrases.



3. What were the strengths of this session?


The practice session was great, it seems easy but harder when you are on the spot.


Professional input from facilitator. Opportunity to discuss case, treatments & prognosis. Learnt a lot from watching each other. 


Many different types of situations. Feedback from others.


Actors


Discussions, listening & observing consultations & being able to assess & see what things were done good & what were done bad.


Many. Too many to list.


Practical real world aspect


It is the only real chance we get to practice these skills before fifth year.


Get an idea of what it’s like in consultation.


Peer reviewed


Safe space; honest feedback.


Good feedback from ‘clients’


Feedback from Jenny, ‘clients’ and classmates was very helpful.


Great that cases were on stuff in class, further reiterating diagnosis skills. Good to see how other students perform consults.


Good feedback from students and facilitator.


Really good range of constructive feedback.


Going from start to finish with a case. 


Practice talking to a believable client.


Using vets to help in our processing of info & creating a diagnosis. Great actors.


Well paced and not rushed therefore able to learn.


Excellent opportunity to identify strengths & weaknesses.


Going over the results and how to convey them to the client.


Running though tests/results slowly and carefully – learning how to start wide and narrow in.


Increasing communication and clinical skills.


Small group session with a pathologist.


Good to have clients & vet facilitator.



4. What were the weaknesses of the session?


A longer session and it would be great for each person to have a go at being vet 1 and vet 2.	


Not enough time – 4 hrs would be better.


Amount of information known is small. Feeling being judged.


Time constraints.


I didn’t really find many.


Not enough time to do all cases.


Some stress, but a good appetiser for what is to come.


Hard to know what to say with diseases we haven’t covered and treatment.


Animal not real.


Too long, not know enough clinically to be able to discuss it well. Maybe we should be advising on something more simple. 


Time spent on each case was a bit long. [jnm’s group]


Peer review is unhelpful, intimidating being watched.


Last case – felt rushed particularly as last prognosis.


We were the last case – felty slightly rushed!


Not frequent enough.


A little rushed at the end, occasionally we hadn’t covered questions asked, e.g. palliative care.


Time. (a bit stuck for time, given all 6 people want a good shot at the practicing & the last two were rushed through.)


Potentially could have been rushed.


Time – probably a little less time spent interpreting test results although this was very helpful.


Not enough time.


Lack of knowledge in medicine decreased confidence.


None. 


Some students took WAY too long wanting to rehearse speeches.








5. How could this session be improved?


More time.


N/A


Time constraints


Smaller groups, more actors & facilitators


Break into 2 workshops.


Simple but more interesting cases. Maybe perform it on first or second years.


Perhaps less focus on interpreting cases and more time spent on communicating with clients.


Quite good. 


Briefly go over things like – structure if a consult, ways to deliver bad news, etc 


Possibly vet(facilitator) actor(client) student(vet) only, keep the students to work through the case.


Less focus on path, more on client-vet relationship.


Less emphasis on pathology and more emphasis on client relationships. 


A wider variety of cases. 


Less time deciphering case (more our group than our session problem)


Pre-highlight the abnormal results to make sure that section is quick so time can be spent on delivering information in practice.   


Do not have too many cases, better to go slow and be thorough.


Maybe covering more cases/different client personas.


Maybe figuring out how to do less cases but have all students the chance to talk with clients.


We only did 2 cases –this was probably enough to focus on & learn how to read case; less is more’.


? - Really enjoyed it.


Less on clinical diagnosis/results.



6. Any other comments?


Enjoyed it a lot.  Our facilitator was excellent.


More of the same please! More of this kind of learning in the other units would be much appreciated!


Good prac.


I really enjoyed this workshop. I found it very challenging, but very informative & its now given me a few things to think about. 


Spending time on discussing the cases was very beneficial.


The ‘clients’ were good – new people, not lecturers, etc we are familiar with/have met before.


If you want more forms filled out don’t leave it till we have run over time.


Good fun.


Improved both my communication and pathology skills. Good workshop – learnt a lot.


Thank you 


Real animals





2nd May 2012







1. To what extent has this session influenced your knowledge, attitudes or skills in becoming an effective veterinarian?


Having difficult clients and dealing with different situations


Greatly – deals with reality of vet work


Helped me understand the importance of communication


It has made me more confident about speaking to clients and trying top figure out their perspectives, especially with subtle clues, i.e. body language.


It was helpful


It has given me a more confident approach to clinical settings and also a good idea of the pathology. 


Very useful way to practice communication


It was interesting because it highlighted how being a vet requires use of many personal skills & how important effective communication is for good patient outcome.


Really beneficial session.


This session has been very detailed and I’ve learnt how to communicate effectively with the client. It is not as easy as it seems, takes practice and preparation.


Good, unique experience & worth having  


Unique experience, useful


The session has definitely made me realise how important good communication skills are.


Greatly helped me practice the communication skills involved in practice


A great extent


Was helpful. Developed communication skills.


Highly influenced my knowledge, attitudes and skills. Feel more confident in my abilities.  


Good liked the practice but got too bogged down and didn’t get through it.


I had no idea that a veterinary consult involved so many things – emotions, science, etc.


Largely, very helpful to practice real life situations.


It has helped me in developing some skills in approaching clients in a few different situations.  


It has improved my communication skills in dealing with clients.


Improved knowledge of consultations.


Allowed analysis of a range of pathological results and was good practice for future vet experience.  


Helpful to try real-world skills in communication & examining lab results


It has been a very educational experience. It puts you in real life situations that we will be dealing with in the future so has begun to prepare us for ways to handle these situations.






2. What have you learned from this workshop? & how useful is it?


Confidence


How to put it all together 


I found it quite useful for highlighting areas of communication that are important, e.g. getting complete history. 


I have learnt that although every client is different, my attitude of respect and concern for the client and patient must remain the same.


It placed into a more practical framework the communication skills that we are expected to have.


It was interesting to be in a real life situation – think it was helpful because it highlighted areas I need to work on, including interpersonal skills, communication and thinking on my feet in difficult situations.   


Very useful. Learnt how to cope with difficult/uncomfortable situations and how to talk to ‘clients’ appropriately i.e. empathy; how to explain complex medical jargon simply so that someone else can understand. Listening and correctly repeating information. 


How to deliver bad news. How to get a history. Listen to the client. Be assertive as a vet. Be confident. It was very useful as we went through two different cases.


Practice & some exposure to potential clients and their personalities


Communication skills; very useful for future consultations


Learn how to communicate more effectively with clients. It was very useful.


Real life situations that were very relevant and useful. 


I’ve learned better ways to communicate with clients and it was very useful.


I have learned to deal with different clients, how to deal with results and interpretation more.


Highly effective tutor. Group size.  


We need more practice!


Lots!!! I learned that a veterinary consult involved many facets – from economics, psychology


Better ways to deal different situations. Different kinds of approaches. Very, very useful.


Techniques in how to deal with certain situations with clients – how to greet them, gather a history, discuss costs, etc.


I learnt more about the consultation process & the importance of communication.


Learned how to communicate, relay empathy & feel comfortable speaking to clients.


Helpful because the actors were good an dit almost seemed like a real-life scenario. Was helpful to get feedback.  


Learnt where to be empathetic and how to break bad news in a way that the client can understand. I think this is very relevant to clinical consultations. 


How to approach, speak and explain things to client. I think it has highlighted the importance of empathy in the clinic. It has been very useful.






3. What were the strengths of this session?


Clinical path data/review


Small groups, safe environment


Having the professional actors to create a sense of reality. Being split into small groupsgave us the chance to discuss everything effectively. 


Real actors. Pathological insight into cases. Step by step progression of cases.


The actor sessions.


Actors were great. Good that there was a timeout to discuss as a group


The actors were really good & gave us real life situations & reactions. It had a bit of variety in cases. 


Excellent practice, actors were excellent, it felt very realistic. Great to put communication skills and knowledge together. 


You get to experience two different kinds of clients. Understand communicating well with the client.


Realistic; not monotonous, easy to engage, good relevance


Confidence building


Real scenarios with clients


Great representation of real-life situations. Very friendly environment.


You learned something every time someone had a conversation with a client. It was good seeing how the pathology relates to clinical situations and how things fit together.  


Communication; interpretation of results.


Time constraint!


Actors 


Arlette was really good leading us. It was well organised. I appreciate the volunteers putting their time and energy.


Actors we didn’t know. Real cases able to follow from start to finish.


Good opportunity to discuss the different situations presented. Provided a good overview of the whole meeting with a client including the diagnosis and tests and how to convey that to the client. 


Having real clients to work with.


Cases were good. Time to discuss. Opportunity to give feedback.


Good actors. Time to discuss. Good range of data results & time allowed for interpretation.  


It was helpful to bring everything together (pathology, clinical signs, communication). I feel like we often get ‘choppy’ at times with a majority of our classes. 


Being able to watch others and learn from them. Talking to the vet and see how she goes about certain situations.






4. What were the weaknesses of the session?


Students getting off track


Outside! Otherwise great!


Needed clearer instructions at the beginning.


The introduction


Introduction


Clearer introduction


If the group sizes were smaller, we could have had more practice with the client which would have been great.


Too many cases, too little time 


Not everyone got a chance to talk, maybe smaller groups


Insufficient time


Time constraint. Lack of knowledge of medicine.


Not everyone in the group had time to complete cases.


We ran out of time.


Too many people viewing.


Too slow, didn’t get through it.


The lady that played Mrs Bridges had just lost her dog. The role was too emotional for her. It should have gone to someone else.


Not enough time and not enough cases. Better to follow a whole case through by yourself and watch 5 others too. 


Didn’t have too much variety in the cases – probably not enough time. 


Focuses too much on knowledge of pathology


Took a long time to discuss and only got through a few cases.


Was a bit long. I actually feel like 1 or 2 sessions are plenty. 


More time to practice being every vet would be helpful






5. How could this session be improved?


Time management


Have a good introduction. Maybe a short example of simulation consult.


If given extremes of situations.


A less doctrinal approach to communication.


Introduction – make it more clear


Smaller group sizes so we could have more practice


Smaller groups so that everyone gets a chance to speak more 


Smaller groups, maybe shorter client sessions if smaller groups aren’t possible


Probably have more time to cover more scenarios 


Run it over two weeks?


Not sure – I would say more time, but students might get upset about that.


Less people in groups 


Get through the cases – speed it up


None  


More cases, more time


Real consultation rooms and animals 


Having real pets instead of toys


Possibly done in a real consultation room


Done in a practical setting to make it more realistic


Maybe have more variety in cases. 


More time



6. Any other comments?


Excellent idea! Great to have a case from start to finish including the hard parts – e.g. discussing $ and dealing with difficult owners/clients not just Dx.


No.


No


Hope we get to do more sessions like this one! Vet &b actors gave constructive critism and lots of helpful feedback. 


Great workshop, need more of them.


Very worthwhile


Wonderful opportunity, please can we do it again!


Enjoyable workshop and found it very useful


I really appreciated the comments and feedback (about communication) and the hints/guiding for examining the lab results.








9th May 2012




1. To what extent has this session influenced your knowledge, attitudes or skills in becoming an effective veterinarian?


Was good to be able to put things into practical situation to see where the individual units are heading


Very good session to give an idea of how I sound to others when talking to client


Learnt importance of communication and how to communicate


Very good – feel more confident in talking to clients


It provided a real life example of how to interact with a client and interpret diagnostic data


It gives me an idea of how it is like practically when it comes to dealing with data and clients


Great tips given with regard to communication skills and techniques


Good practice


Certainly enhanced my learning curve about the ‘art’ of veterinary medicine


Cemented good communication skills


A lot; it really allowed me to consider the human-human interaction in veterinary practice


Given us a better idea of what to expect in the real world


I need to learn how to communicate well and empathise with the client 


I found it helpful to see what other people do – both good and bad in consultation setting 


Helps with developing communication skills


It was good to discuss difficult topics like bad news or calming down angry clients


Good to practice communication skills


Helped to discuss difficult topics like breaking bad news & discussing cost


Really helped with client communication


Very useful. Problems were really good way to apply our knowledge. Also actors were really good way to practice talking.


I really enjoyed it. I like how it included a bit of diagnostics from path & communication skills. I think it made me more aware of how I am in front of clients. I liked getting feedback. 


A lot! Very helpful to work thorough a whole case from start to finish


Improved my ability to assess my ability to communicate 


Really beneficial –good to use appropriate jargon and deal with a client


Very helpful to practice communication with clients in a clinical setting, as well as to go through the case step-by-step


Great experience! – this is really important for developing communication skills 


Made me feel more confident that I’ll be able to work effectively as a vet 


Improved communication interaction with clients





2. What have you learned from this workshop? & how useful is it?


Interaction between clients; useful


Extremely useful. I learnt how to approach the topic of cost, also how to put positive spins maybe results not showing much info  


Lots; very useful


How to talk to a stranger


To be clear and concise, develop theories and ideas to cover diagnosis possibilities


I have learnt on how to communicate with clients in an appropriate tone and manner


Importance of body language; open ended questions; appropriate language to use 


Techniques for dealing with clients; very useful for ‘safe’ practice


I’ve learnt that knowledge/skills is very much less important than knowing how to convey them. i.e they are useless if you don’t know how to tell the client


Good communication techniques. Very useful


I learnt how I communicate with people and can apply that now and later


Better ways of communicating with owners 


How to communicate in different situations with different clients. How to adapt. Very useful


I learnt my strengths in communication 


Useful to learn real life situations


Lots; helpful tips, words, empathy. It was useful to work in a small group with ‘lower’ stress levels with good cases, facilitators & clients


Very useful – good to review pathology & apply learning to a case


Lots; very helpful, would suggest path pracs to be run in groups like this. If we were in groups of 15 we would be able to get through all 6 cases with the aid of a facilitator in 3 hours


Lots of communication and also path stuff


Best ways to approach clients and deal with difficult situations. Good advice 


Very useful. Effective communication, open ended questions & using appropriate lay languauge 


Try to slow down my speech and not use jargon! Or rather, realise that I am using jargon (it just slips out)


Very useful workshop  - allowed us to immediately review our mistakes in a clinical setting and work on improvements


Very useful. Dealing with difficult clients and thinking on your feet 


Improved communication skills and how to deal with different clients; very useful


Very useful! Gives some building blocks for where to improve


Much more specific consult skills


How to conduct a consult; how to communicate effectively


3. What were the strengths of this session?


Vet input


All of it


Role play & actors; but maybe working through and feedback


Having actors – people we don’t know


Varied cases. It gets you out of your comfort zone. Makes the link between client and pathology


Really nice facilitator and actors to make the simulations smooth and easy


Almost real life scenarios; feedback session  


Structure; ability to time out/pause


Effective in small groups. Individuals get a lot of opportunities


Small groups, 1 on 1 tutoring 


Good supportive environment


Enjoyed Role Playing the sessions. Felt realistic


Feedback from the facilitator and client was helpful


Good actors


Listening


Facilitator; learn a lot more about pathology


Small group; good facilitator


Facilitator & actors were excellent; gave us a means to approach cases; learned lots about path


Good actors, good helpful teacher, good small group


Individual questions were answered – very useful


Having a vet and a real actor; real cases; dealing with real scenarios


I actually got to perform a task, and got personal feedback


A chance to practice seeing a case from beginning to end, and deal with more difficult clients 


Good feedback; supportive environment; small group learning


Supportive environment; working in small groups; real-life situations


Really great - good structure


Got to integrate pathology with real-life settings


Communication; consult practice; difficult questions & cases 


4. What were the weaknesses of the session?


Didn’t see any


Large group – daunting in part as so many people


None that I can think of 


Not enough time & opportunity to try and learn


Room too cold


Not enough time to finish case


Anatomy lab is too cold towards the end


Cold room. Perhaps not enough time


Went for too long


Not enough time to try every part, or to practice more than once at a particular role


Cold room


Groups were too big and didn’t all go thorough twice


Communication skills


None


Long & cold!


None


Too cold in lab


Cold in anatomy dissection room; only dogs & cats, other animals e.g production animals would be useful


Only got to do one scenario; ran out of time


Slightly limited by our lack of medical knowledge when explaining treatment to clients


Broader spectrum of cases needed


Could have more cases to go through


Only problem is having lack of further medical understanding; lack of confidence in understanding how to explain disease process


I wanted to get through all the cases but oh well  






5. How could this session be improved?


Think it was very good; maybe more sessions would be great


More time; live animals


Make it into multiple sessions over a number of weeks


Possibly a stream of shorter pracs or smaller groups – everyone needs to do each section esp Vet 1 & Vet 3.


Run multiple times


Provide drinks?


Run it more than once, so we get more opportunity to practice


Break in the middle; preparation questions before the class


Turn down the air conditioning. It’s cold 


Maybe do 2 workshops of slightly shorter length


More animal species


Another session, to practice more scenarios


Snacks  but otherwise good.


Have more than one session  


Do more sessions!


Should be more of these sessions


Just do it more! Semester long; course long


I thought it was really good as it is



6. Any other comments?


Great staff helpers and actors


Very enjoyable


You could have more of them


This session is really important when it comes to being a successful vet. It’d be nice if we have more opportunities to learn more in this area in the future in our course.


Using actors/teachers as clients brilliant for ‘safe’ session, students can be nervous & time out,  very supportive 


No





 The class was very useful and interesting; maybe having a communication pracs instead of 1 or different types of cases for e.g. farmer/rural area


I learned so much more in this setting versus in a prac, where we work thorough one case & listen to others present (& not getting much out of it). I would rather work thorough more cases in smaller groups & not present. 


Pathology workshops could be more like this with smaller groups & more personal teaching 


Pathology (VET343) practicals should be like this


Very good to have small groups! We had 6 people – that seemed perfect.


Very helpful


Really great - we should do this several times throughout our course! Very helpful. Actors were great 


 





16th May 2012




VET442 – Communication Workshop – ‘Diagnostic Dilemma’


May 2, 9 & 16  2012;  1.30 to 4.30 pm


Objectives: The communication workshop is an opportunity to develop your skills in communication and apply your knowledge from VET343 Veterinary Diagnostic Pathology. It involves conducting a consultation with a simulated client and diagnosing a medical disorder. No animals will be used in this class. There are 4 clinical cases available. 


Tasks: You will work in small teams of 6 or 7, with a facilitator and your colleagues as Observers who will provide structured supportive feedback. The consultation process is based on the Calgary-Cambridge Guides. You will have the following progressive tasks in making and communicating a clinical diagnosis:


Stage 1/Vet 1:



a. Meet and greet the client, set client at ease, establish rapport (be sure to use the owner’s name & animal’s name)


b. Collect a clinical history (see History Taking sheet); also subtly understand the nature of the client-animal bond; & perhaps client’s perspective on what may be wrong.


c. Confirm your understanding of the history; check if client recalls any other history   



d. TIME OUT – to assess the written clinical findings.



e. Group to make a list of identified clinical problems; consider what organ systems may be involved


f. Group to decide on diagnostic tests required and their approximate costs. Will the patient require hospitalisation during testing?


Stage 2/Vet 2:



g. Negotiate a diagnostic plan with the client, agree on anticipated cost estimate (be sure to use partnership language); also subtly assess level of client’s medical knowledge


h. TIME OUT – to assess laboratory results 



Stage 3/Vet 3:



i. Assess laboratory findings; diagnose the underlying pathology revealed by the data, in conjunction with the clinical signs and history.  Decide if further investigation is required.


j. Discuss the relevance of the broader findings with the client. Be sure to avoid jargon. May use hand-drawn diagrams to assist clarity of client’s understanding. Do not need to discuss detail of each test result. In providing information, ‘Chunk and Check’ i.e., short bits of information and check client’s response. (no long monologues!)


k. Advise on prognosis before specific diagnosis; i.e., is the disorder manageable; although may not be curative. If need to break bad news, offer a warning shot, break news gently e.g. see documents on breaking bad news using the SPIKES method (e.g.  http://www.myevt.com/columns/5/delivering-bad-news-crucial-conversation )


l. Clarify client’s understanding where required



m. Do not discuss management in detail.



n. Negotiate a brief management plan from here (note, we cannot discuss detailed therapy as this is requires a Medicine unit); achieve agreement & enlist client collaboration. Support the client-animal bond.


o. Make effective Closure. (offer support; your availability, make follow-up appointment, etc)



Finally DEBRIEF – in the following order


1. Vet     

2.Observers      

 3.Client  

4. Facilitator


In order to debrief specifically and effectively, make notes throughout the consultation of what worked well and what could be changed; what words did they say; what body language was effective or missed, etc.



Evaluation. The Diagnostic Dilemma workshop will also be evaluated and we will ask you to complete a brief evaluation form at the end of that session.



Coordinator: Dr Jenny Mills is coordinating this segment and is available to help; please contact me on j.mills@murdoch.edu.au if you have any concerns, or visit me in my office VCS 2.011. If you are ill and unable to attend, I will need to sight a medical certificate.
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I trust you will really enjoy the classes!



J Mills   
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Report for Hill’s Pet Food Company – Sponsors of Client Simulations in VET442 2012





The cost of the client simulations was $5558.89; details are shown in the attached spread sheet. Also attached are student evaluation comments for each of the three groups. 





The table below shows student satisfaction scores on a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high).
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Students, staff & actors were pleased with the outcome (some student comments are appended below). We did have a ‘client’ who had to have her own dog euthanased within the period, and so I acted in her place for the last session. 





Four small animal cases were used for the simulation classes with the object of combining communication skills with diagnostic pathology; connecting with a client, taking a history, making and explaining a diagnosis without using jargon (as shown on the attached workshop outline).  Two cases were reasonably straight forward and were used at the start, then two others involved either ‘breaking bad news’ or dealing with a challenging client. All cases included negotiating costs, justifying tests, and expressing empathy. Client scripts incorporated many practical points, (e.g. legal age is 18; pensioner needs; variable human-animal bonds, different client personalities, etc)  





More resources are required to perfect client simulations, both in venue and organisation. 


1. Venue –5 individual consultation rooms are needed, with a central ‘control room’ and waiting room for the clients. We used the anatomy laboratories for the last session – these were very cold; and anatomy museum and two adjacent rooms for the first two sessions.


1. Organization – more time is needed to run coaching and training sessions for both clients and facilitators to ensure correct & consistent techniques are being used, and the learning environment is ‘safe’ for both students and clients . Such sessions may need to be run after-hours, or repeated several times as new facilitators & clients are recruited.  Dedicated educators in client communication are now on staff at some veterinary schools. Consistent role-modeling by teaching and clinical staff is also required, which can involve refresher training. 


  


We are extremely grateful to Hill’s Pet Food Company for sponsoring the simulations this year. We would be more than happy to provide any further information and to name Hill’s pet foods in our client scripts. 








Jennifer N Mills


23/5/2012 





Student comments:


More of the same please! More of this kind of learning in the other units would be much appreciated!





This session is really important when it comes to being a successful vet. It’d be nice if we have more opportunities to learn more in this area in the future in our course.








Unsolicited student email: 16/5/2012 After attending the communications session this afternoon I thought I would like to express my appreciation and gratitude for your effort to plan, organize and coordinate "clients"... I would imagine a tremendous amount of work behind the scene.


 I personally took away much pointers from being engaged and providing/gaining feedback from everybody in the group. It certainly enhanced my learning curve at this stage in the veterinary school and sets one in the right path into thinking about effective communication. The knowledge and technical skills every veterinary graduate have will not serve its full purpose if the message isn't being brought across in the right manner. 
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